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Abstract. High temperature chemical non-equilibrium phenomena have a great effect on the
flow field around a reentry vehicle. A set of three dimensional Navier-Stokes equat ions have
been solved by implicit finite volume NND scheme. Both ideal gas viscous flow and chemical
non-equilibrium flow are calculated for a spherical-cone at a small angle of attack. The results of
the two flows have been compared and the effect of chemical non-equilibrium has been analyzed.
The effect of wall material' s properties, such as catalysis and radiation were studied. The results
are in good agreem ent with the referenced paper.

1 Introduce

Today numerical techniques are able to calculate the ent ry heat ing during the reentry process.
Flight during this process is known to be char act erized by nonequilibrium flow in the shock layer .
In the 80's of t he last century, Shinn 's research [1] shows that when a nonequilibrium dissociative
reacting code was adapted to shuttle's flow field, t he result is quite far from that predicted
by assuming chemical equilibrium. The predicted convective heating was in good agreement
with the STS-2 flight data. That shows the effect of nonequilibrium is very important for a
vehicles' th ermal protecting syst em (TPS)'s design. Because the reusable vehicle's main heating
dissipation method is radiation, the TPS's material's property is very important for a reusable
vehicle, and the prediction of their surface heating is a key procedure in the design of TPS.

There are two problems in the simulat ion of high te mperat ure chemical nonequilibrium
flow. First , there should have enough grids in th e ran ge of y+ < 30 near the wall that ensures
the resolution in th e simulat ion of t hree-dimension flows. But the density of grid is requiring
greater compute r resources; Second , t he chemical st iffness produces unstable calculat ion and
convergence is difficult to obtain, especially in three-dimension computation. 0 resolve these
problems, we use a hybrid integration to calculate viscous ite ms according to th e definition of
gradient and divergence. We use implicit fully-coupled method to calculate the chemical resource
item. To ensure stability, we take two stability criteria to det ermine th e calculation time step.

This paper studied th e effect of chemical nonequilibrium in the shock layer and the wall
material 's equilibrium radiation's effect to reentry vehicle's flowfield during a hypersonic reentry.
We selected a blunt spherical cone with th e same nose radius with X-33 and a 10 half cone angle.
A set of three dimensional Navier-Stokes equat ions were solved by implicit finite volume NND
scheme. The results are in good agreement with referenced pap er. The differences between
perfect gas results and chemical nonequilibrium gas results and the effect of surface catalysis
and material 's radiation character are examined.
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2 Governing equations

The integral three-dimensional conservative N-S equations is

1~Pidn +tv . dS = t PiDi \7 Yi . dS +1widn . (1)

1~(pV)dn+ tPV(V ·dS) =t r« .ss (2)

r ~PEdn + 1 pEV · dS = 1 Tn ' qdS + 1 k \7 T· dS + 1 Pf hiDi \7 Yi . dS (3)in Jr t. r- s. i = 1

in which V = ui + vi + wk , w is chemical source term, D, is diffusion coefficient , Yi is mass
fraction of species i..

Since we are concerned with the aerodynamic heating during reentry, we omitted the ioniza
tion character. We use a five species chemical reaction model, and the Dun and Kang's model
to calculate the reaction rates. The thermodynamic properties of each species are extended to
higher temperatures with the same method of polynomial curve fit applied to the tabulated data
of Browne. The various transport properties are calculated with Wilkes' semiempirical mixing
rule with curve fitting for species viscosities given by Blottner et ai, and a constant Schmidt
number with Fick 's law for the mass diffusion [2J.

3 Numerical method

We use implicit finite volume NND scheme for solving [3J the viscous N-S equations. For the
viscous terms, we use integration to calculate according to the definition of gradient and diver
gence.

1 6 6 6

grad<P ~ v[L <PISlxi + L <PISlyj+L <PISlzkJ
1=1 1=1 1= 1

(4)

(5)

(6)

<P is a scalar, <PI is component of <P normal to a computational cell face l , SI is face l's area
vector, Y is cell's volume. This method has good conservation property and then improve the
computation efficiency .

The pressure term and surface heating flux can be expressed by

2 6 6 6

P= p + 3yJ.t(L UISlx + L VISly + L WISlz)
1=1 1=1 1=1

qn . 6S Iw= -( 1 k \7 T . dS + 1 Pf h.D, \7 Yi . dS)
Jr Jr i=1

There are great difference between the flow characteristic time and chemical reaction char
acteristic time. The source term actually include a chemical relaxation time Tchem = (~) -1 ,

but the flow's macroscopic time scale is Tflow = ~a ' so there are two time stability critera in
chemical nonequilibrium flow,

(1) For nonequilibrium relaxation process , time step 6t should be smaller than the fastest
chemical reaction,6t < BTchem j

(2) According to st ability criterion of hyperbolic equation, the t ime step should satisfy
6t < kTflow.In which , k and B are empirical parameters determined by calculation scheme and
calculation conditions and a is sound speed.

When Tctiem « Tflow , t he st iffness problem will arise , the general method is introduced
through a t ime precondition matrix. At the same time, according to the above two critera,
we take time step as 6t < k 1Tf low , in which k: is a parameter determined by the chemical
characteristic time in the flow in the range1.0 x 10-2 < k1 < 1.0.
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4 Boundary condition

At the wall, we take no slip , no temperature jump,no pressure gradient condition. For species con
centration, both the equilibrium catalytic(surface catalytic efficiency ,= l)and the no catalytic
wall(surface catalytic efficiency I = 0) cases are calculated. Finally we solve energy balanced
equations on the surface to examine the material's radiation influence, assuming a radiative
equilibrium wall condition.

(7)

5 Results

We take the trajectory of reusable vehicle as the free stream condition [4] and calculate the per
fect gas flow and chemical nonequilibrium flow respectively. The altitude is 67.4km. Free stream
Mach number is Ma=l1.7. Attack angle is 11.75. Table 1 is the comparison of the calculated
result and referenced result. The nonequilibrium result is lower than the perfect gas result, since
the chemical reactions behind the shock are heat absorbing reactions, causing a drop in the
temperature behind the shock, and thence a lower surface heat flux. The nonequilibrium chem
ical reaction causes a decrease in the shock distance, resulting the nonequilibrium stagnation
pressure little higher than the perfect gas result in table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of stagnation heat flux and pressure

perfect gas nonequilibrium gas ref.

heat flux Q(MWjm2
)

pressure P(Pa)

0.142

921.95

0.0763

1079.16

0.06

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of temperature isolines of chemical nonequilibrium flow and
perfect gas flow. We see an obvious temperature drop in nonequilibrium chemical flow. Fig. 2
shows the distribution of each species ' mass fraction along the stagnation line. We see that the
oxygen molecule is dissociated completely, but the dissociation of nitrogen molecules is small ,
the air behind the shock is mainly composed by N2, N , O. Fig. 3 shows the surface heat flux's
comparison along the body. We see that the heat flux of nonequilibrium flow is much lower than
the case for perfect gas.

To examine the influence of surface catalysis and th e wall material's radiation performance,
we selected 4 trajectory point condition of reentry vehicle X-33. Table 2 shows the trajectory
conditions.

Fig. 4 shows surface catalysis ' effect to wall's heat flux. ECW represents equilibrium catalysis
wall and NCW the non-catalysis wall. The differences between ECW and NCW results may
represent the degree of nonequilibrium in the flow field. This suggests that the nonequilibrium
is most serious at the point of maximum heat, at the same time the wall catalysis effect on heat
flux is greatest. Fig. 5 shows the wall temperature's distribution along the body. We can see
the highest wall temperature appeared at the peak of heating. The stagnation wall temperature
reaches to 1304K near the TPS's maximum temperature.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of nonequilibrium flow and perfect gas flow temperature isoline, 67.4km,
Ma=11.7
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Fig. 2. Species mass fraction along stagnation line, 67.4km, Ma=11.7
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Fig. 3. Surface heat flux's comparison along the body, 67.4km, Ma=11.7
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Ta b le 2. X-33 Trajectory Point

Alt . km Voo km/s Den. kg/m3 Too K Ma

1 67.4 3.3717 1.T8 xl0- 4 266.6 11.17

2 62.3 4.579 2.324x lO- 4 240.8 14.72

3 58.5 4.2962 3.74xlO- 4 251 13.53

4 57.7 3.7786 4.092xlO- 4 253.3 11.84
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Fig. 4. The effect of catalysis to wall heat flux .

6 Conclusion

This paper study the nonequilibrium chemical flow field and surface properties' effects on a
blunt body. The results are calculated using an implicit finite volume method that proved to
be success in predicting nonequilibrium heating. The following conclusions are obtained: (1) On
the X-33 trajectory, there are great differences in the nonequilibrium chemical result and t he
preface gas result . But the effect due to a drop in the temperature and heat flux on the pressure
is small. (2) At the point of maximum heat, the flow field is of higher degree of nonequilibrium
with substantial nitrogen dissociation. The wall material's catalytic property will significantly
affect the heat flux at the wall. Hence, a selection of a TPS surface with small recombination
rate will be more beneficial. (3) The wall's radiation effect is significant. So we should select
the TPS's material with large emissivity coefficient to reduce the TPS's weight and avoid the
damage due to aerodynamic heating.
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Fig. 5. The effect of radiation to wall temperature
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